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Crisis? What Crisis?
While the world around us feels like it is falling apart, you might be forgiven for missing the fact that many investment markets,
including our own, have mostly recaptured losses and in some cases are making new highs. How can the value of assets such as
equities fall by 40% and then fully recover, all within a matter of weeks? The past few weeks and months have exposed the fragility
around investment markets – not necessarily the fragility of assets themselves, but that of the investors who are ultimately
determining their prices.

Chart 1: Value Lost & Recovered, 78 days of turmoil (Source: Fundhouse, Refinitiv)

It has been an extraordinary period of market disruption:
COVID-19 initially being ignored by most of the western world in January and February, before its impact was felt as countries
closed borders and airlines were grounded;
An oil war started at an opportune time when the potential to disrupt the oil market was high. Oil fell to levels last seen 20
years ago and for a brief period, traders needed to pay for someone to buy oil from them![1]
Businesses forced into unprecedented shut down, with the steepest contraction in manufacturing and retail sales on record;
Bankruptcy rates are still climbing both locally and offshore with examples such as Edgars, Hertz and JC Penney already
applying for bankruptcy protection, while a host of other companies are not too far off;
The run on assets in March was so severe that it caused several investment markets to cease functioning as they normally
should. Our own bond market froze up given the massive demand from sellers, and the Reserve Bank ultimately had to act as
the buyer of last resort to get things moving again.
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This 'dead stop' was unprecedented, and at the peak levels of anxiety we witnessed varied responses. Forecasts of economic decline
with many drawing parallels to the Great Depression; investors liquidating portfolios after losing significant capital; and gold
becoming an increasing feature of portfolios as investors sought out safe haven assets.
Fast forward a few weeks to today, and even though most economies still have some form of lockdown in place, asset prices are not
pricing in much of this bad news at all. The financial part of the crisis, so far, has been a non-event. The reasons for this are not yet
clear, and we are not necessarily out of the woods just yet, but we can touch on a few points we believe have had a significant role to
play in this unusual price action.
To start with, the fact that the global economy shut down all at once created huge uncertainty around how deep it could go. When
we first covered this topic in February, the question we raised at the time was whether this was a temporary or permanent impact?
Does for example, the fact that Tesla makes less cars for a few months and then resumes business as normal permanently reduce its
valuation?[2] There have been many false starts in global crises over the years and quite often it's best to avoid panicking. The lack of
any form of visibility did not allow investors to gauge the risks they were taking (i.e. how deep can it go?), and as a result, they ran for
the exits causing asset prices to plummet.
The second stage of the crisis was the bailout by governments around the world, to help their economies survive. With cheap money
pouring into the financial system, it initially helped stem the flow, simultaneously raising much bigger questions around how all this
debt might get repaid.
Stage three saw a shift towards medical data – initially investors saw only the fact that companies would be faced with a much worse
economy as a result of the crisis, rather than concerning themselves with the crisis itself. We saw mass 'upskilling' on epidemiology
topics, tracking of all types of data to try and infer the likely future direction of infection rates. The mindset at this point still one of
anxiety, and depressed asset prices remained.
In Stage four we saw the first demonstrations of damage – unemployment rates rising, earnings guidance withdrawn by companies;
dividends being withheld and debt levels rising. Investors started to question the stability of the financial system itself. By now
investor anxieties had spread from companies, to economies, healthcare systems, governments and the banking sector. In addition,
industry specific distress impacting areas like airlines, travel and traditional retailers. The oil war was still firmly on, and many
companies were nearing the point of no return. This, so far, was as bad as it got.
Stage five is when the good news has started to come through. Firstly, informed by the willingness of central banks to back up any
form of risk taking has allowed investors to venture out again. The fact that China managed to close down the virus so effectively,
followed by Europe managing to reduce infection rates, caused investors to start testing whether the future may not be as bad as
expected. As more positive data came in, moods lifted, volatility reduced and slowly but surely we have seen a recovery in investment
markets. With every new positive piece of news, we are seeing markets respond. On the 5th June, US unemployment was expected to
show material further hikes; instead there was new job creation which was rewarded to the tune of a 3% increase in equity values on
the day. The fact that this seems to be the result of a classification error rather than genuine economic recovery seems to have been
missed.
Is the strong bounce back simply explained by declining infection rates and a lifting of moods? We don't think so. Rather, the less
desirable drivers are more likely to be short term saviours, but long-term villains.
The prime suspect is the massive amount of debt issued by governments around the world and the resulting impact this has had on
borrowing costs. For equities in general, low interest rates means higher earnings in future. Interest rates have never been lower than
they are today, and it seems like investors are pricing in 'lower for longer' levels. Given the past decade – post-GFC[3] - where high
issuance of debt drove low interest rates and strong equity markets, investors may be sizing the opportunity cost of not being
invested.
They also may be relying on the past decade for insight into inflation, where significant technological progress helped keep a lid on
inflation even though economists will tell you that higher levels of debt equals higher levels of inflation.
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Supply and demand for equity is also a feature of the current market. With bond and cash yields practically non-existent, where do
investors find a home for their capital? The answer is in the equity markets where the small dividend yields (as a result of highly
priced equities) is better than what you get in bonds, plus you have the potential for growth.
This sounds like a great deal, but in reality, it is quite a dangerous place to be.
What if high debt does drive high inflation in future? Asset prices would be worth less, interest rates would need to rise, and we
would have a huge debt sustainability problem on our hands. That would trigger a real financial crisis. In fact, the problem is already
here, the market has just chosen not to recognize the risks just yet.

[1]

This was due to the nature of how oil is traded, where oil contracts held to maturity mean you need to take delivery of barrels of oil. In this instance, oil storage
companies had no more capacity which caused a negative oil price anomaly.
[2]

Tesla is back at pre-crisis levels after halving in value mid-March.

[3]

Global Financial Crisis
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Fundhouse is a leading investment adviser specialising in fund research, ratings and portfolio construction services.
We help clients manage investments on behalf of the end investor. Our experienced team understands the
complexities of the fund management world. We apply this knowledge alongside a client first mindset to improve
the outcome for the end investor.
Fundhouse was founded in 2007 by professionals from the investment management industry. We currently operate
from offices in the United Kingdom and South Africa, where we cover the local and global fund industry first hand.
Our business is 100% independent and owner managed which means we can offer objective advice and services in
the best interests of our clients.
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